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At the Jones Residence in South Hampton.

Wales hung up the phone and smirked. “I can’t believe Levi is trying to challenge
the Joneses. He’s going to regret it.”

Tyler sighed. “This brat sure is lucky. He actually managed to escape this time!”

“We need to get rid of him! Otherwise, I’ll never be able to rest easy! The
Joneses are destined to surpass the Goel family and rise to the top of South
Hampton! How can we allow such scum to be associated with us? He’s just like
that wretch of a mother of his. Thank god we chased her out of the family early
on. If not we could be knee-deep in her crap!” Michael growled.

“Don’t worry, Grandpa. We’ll regroup and come up with a better plan. I promise to
dispose of Levi before the Jones family anniversary meeting,” Tyler and Wales
proclaimed confidently.

Michael was eager to get rid of Levi because the Jones family anniversary
meeting was just on the horizon.

Every branch of the Jones family all over Erudia will be in attendance.

This anniversary meeting was going to take place at the Jones residence in
South Hampton, and it was of the utmost importance to the Joneses.

The spotlight of Erudia would be beating down on them.



This is why everything has to go well. Not even a fraction of an error will be
condoned.

A pest like Levi needs to be eradicated before then.

If the rest of the family finds out we have a homeless b*stard for a grandson,
we’re sure to become the joke of the family.

We’ll never live it down.

Under no circumstances can I allow such a thing to happen.

Nothing is more valuable than dignity.

Every trace of Levi has to be destroyed!

“Many members of the Jones family will be at the upcoming anniversary meeting,
including the Chillshire and Southlake branches! All I ask is that we trample all of
them beneath our feet to emerge as the most powerful Joneses among the
Jones diasporic families in all of Erudia!” Michael bellowed.

Every anniversary meeting included a competitive segment. The South Hampton
Jones family was unable to live up to expectations during the previous two
meetings. Hence, Michael was placing all his hopes on this one.

“We were just unsure of ourselves at the previous meetings! The Chillshire
branch is comparable to us, after all. However, this time everything will be
different! Anson is not only a member of the Iron Brigade but is also the
right-hand man of the God of War! The other families don’t stand a chance!”

Michael shook his head as well. “They won’t stand a chance!”



“Moreover, even the warlord Elijah has to bow down before us. How can the
other families even hope to compare?”

“They won’t be able to!”

“Lastly, and also most importantly, our family has the God of War backing us. He
accepted our sword as a gift two days ago, signifying his allegiance to us! The
other family branches aside, even the Goel family can’t hold a candle to us!”
Anson exclaimed, bursting with pride.

“Exactly! With the God of War by our side, we’ll be able to cut down our enemies
in seconds!”

“I can’t wait for the anniversary meeting! It’s going to be spectacular!”

Michael kept his gaze straight as he prayed for time to fast forward.

A thought struck him. “We have to completely erase Levi from existence!”
Michael shrieked passionately.


